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Administrative enforcement is a mean of assurance which ensures administrative 
obligations based on administrative law to be implemented, otherwise any effective 
concrete administrative act will be meaningless. Public security administrative 
enforcement plays the very important role which ensures the obligations in the public 
security law to be implemented, meanwhile because it involves personal liberty, it 
becomes the focus and representative in the system of administrative enforcement. In 
practice, due to the absence of law and other factors, public security administrative 
enforcement faces difficulties which include that difficult to execute, and cannot be 
executed, and confused in execution, as well as execution without authority. In theory, 
there is no enough systematic research on public security administrative enforcement. 
By inducing the research findings which on the available administrative enforcement 
theories, and by clearing up the laws and regulations about the present public security 
administrative enforcement, this thesis tries to from the point of view of the special 
law of public security to study the basic category of public security administrative 
enforcement, and to analyze as well as discuss the predicament that the public security 
administrative enforcement faces. On the basis of above, the author puts forward 
independent viewpoints as to how to regulate the means of public security 
administrative enforcement, and the ways to construct its procedure, and channels to 
dredge the legal remedy. 
Apart from the introduction and the conclusion, the whole paper falls into four 
chapters. 
Chapter 1: the basic category of public security administrative enforcement. 
Starting with the conception of public security and administrative enforcement, the 
paper defines the concept of the public security administrative enforcement, 
expounding the differences between the public security administrative enforcement 
and other concepts, and clarifying that the public security administrative enforcement 
system is the one that is enforced by the police security organ itself. 
Chapter 2: present situation of the public security administrative enforcement. 














enforcement which apply in our country at present, discusses the question it faces, and 
further analyzes what cause this question, and finally turns over to think the means of 
the public security administrative enforcement, its procedures, ways of the legal 
remedy and other legal issues which are correlative. 
Chapter 3: the consummation of the public security administrative enforcement 
means. this chapter mainly talks about the reason, the goal and the significance of the 
consummation of the public security administrative enforcement means. Using several 
ways of the solution of “difficult to execute, and cannot be executed”. introducting the 
system “change subject” and other new means. 
Chapter 4: the procedure and legal remedy of the public security administrative 
enforcement. This chapter mainly talks about constructing the procedure of the public 
security administrative enforcement, and clarifies several problems that appear in that 
procedure. The author enunciates the ways to legal remedy of the public security 
administrative enforcement, and assumes that it shall establish “the system of alleged 
challenges” in the future. 
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